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Abstract 

This paper examines how increasing monopolization of Liquid Modernity’s sense of vocation 

by celebrity techno-creatives (such as Amazon’s Jeff Bezos), displaces, divides, dehumanizes 

and destabilizes true vocation. Increasing numbers have little long-term sense of relational 

and creative role responsibility in real time and place—a vocation and location. This sense of 

dis-location, precarity, and vocational fragility, at work and home, challenges Luther’s more 

medieval 16th century notion of relatively universal and unchanging, located and integrated 

vocation. But Luther and the broader Reformed tradition may yet have more to say. 

The Rise of the Creative Class leads to its concentration in accompanying cities. 

Techno-Creatives become a new vocational priesthood of cultural creatives. This esthetic 

elite sets the tone of cultural consumerism, as opposed to the surrounding precarious service-

class mired in material survival. But this produces its own urban and vocational crisis. 

Much of the expectation of this rootless cosmopolitan technological and creative class 

is generated from our systems of international higher education. A sampling of Australian 

university advertising shows how this subverts what are seen as parochial and tradition-

bound vocational and communal captivities to be fled rather than returned to and served. 



Many modern cosmopolitan techno-creatives are increasingly disconnected from particular 

places, family, and church loyalties. 

The incessant mobility and top-down flexibility of this cosmopolitan techno-creative 

ideal in Liquid Modernity also raises the key question of whether “vocation” in such a system 

is psychologically and spiritually sustainable. It needs a relatively stable location or 

anchorage in households, communities, and churches—not just work in our turbulent 

times.  The “heroic” techno-creative exemplars and institutional powers of “disruptive” 

technology need challenging and transforming so they can serve the social stability and 

economic equality of the most needy and precarious.  

Liquid Modernity’s work patterns produce an increasingly disruptive and inhumane 

technological pace of change which requires contemporary and classical theological 

resources for re-humanizing it. These include the priority of the general calling to and by 

Christ and his people over particular callings and individual choices of vocation, the priority 

of justification by faith—not justification by one’s job—and the symbiotic relationship of 

vocation and location within a creation/new creation and trinitarian framework. 
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Vocation and Location: Or, Sleepless, Workless, and Homeless in Seattle 

In mid-2018 I spent a study-leave in spectacular Seattle, focusing on Faith and Work in the 

archives of Seattle Pacific University. But the more I saw, read, and talked with locally engaged 

and creative-thinking Christians, the more anxious I felt about this fastest growing of major 

USA cities. Seattle’s growth is driven by a wave of high-tech companies such as Boeing and 

Microsoft, and fast-service companies like Starbucks. It is the face of the future, not just for 

the USA, as research on other creative cities in New York and Miami confirmed, but also for 

my city of Melbourne, Australia. 

The fastest growing company of all, aptly named Amazon, is taking over Seattle’s 

inner city, and exemplifying urbanist Richard Florida’s three T formula for the economic 

development of creative cities—“talent, technology, and tolerance.” I will use techno-

creative as shorthand for these three urbane characteristics which combine technological 

efficiency with creative talent for a cool esthetic. Under tolerance it includes liberal cultural 

values, being pro-gay marriage, as is the economically and sexually libertarian Amazon CEO 

Jeff Bezos, and what is called Silicon Valley Ethics—being more for homosexuals (or 

LGBTQI+) but less for the homeless.  

This climaxed in Amazon’s shameless but successful overturning of Seattle City 

Council’s high-wage tax on hundreds of corporates to provide for the homeless directly 

affected by increased rents due largely to Amazon and others’ inner-city takeover. 

Furthermore, Amazon has since given a million dollars to ensure that city council was not 

elected. 

Amazon is not alone in the dehumanization and ethical inconsistency it often brings to 

its workplaces, neighborhoods, and wider society, but its very size intensifies impact. Yes, it 



provides approximately 647,500 full and part-time jobs world-wide in 2018. But it also 

brings massive disruption, intractable traffic, and high homelessness levels to many people 

and places, including the locals I met at Seattle Union Gospel Mission. 

Amazon founder and CEO Bezos is the world’s richest man, worth $167 billion. 

Amazon is the world’s second largest company after Apple, worth a trillion US dollars. It has 

Amazonian ambitions to infinitely increase that wealth and to replace citizenship with 

consumer identity in an enveloping digital environment. Bezos praises customers for their 

“divine discontent,” an aspect of our technological evolution. This term hints at Amazon’s 

idolatrous scale. American theologian William Cavanaugh exposes, on the one side, its 

obsessive, disenchanted, and rationalized efficiency sucking out workers’ lives, and, on the 

other, breathing it back into its smile-branded products in a form of re-enchantment that 

demands total brand loyalty or vocation to the Church of Amazon. 

To expand on this first aspect, it is clear that the flip-side of the growth of these 

techno-entrepreneurs and creatives is the inhumane pace demanded by Amazon’s algorithms 

of their workers, often in extreme heat, without air-conditioning. It makes the obsessive-

compulsive Frederick Taylor’s mechanised stopwatch-measured methods look relaxed. 

Further, Amazon’s ironically named Fulfillment Center workers and drivers have pee-bottles 

so they don’t delay deliveries by treks to the toilet and feel constrained not to drink water.  

Activists against such dehumanizing work, like unions, are anathema to Amazon. 

Communicating about them, “under her eye” that Shoshana Zuboff explores in The Age of 

Surveillance Capitalism (2019), can be a sackable offence if overheard, by human or Alexa’s 

artificially intelligent, hearing. Sadly, unions seem unable to connect with highly mobile and 

individualistic non-joiners from the hi-tech and gig economies, despite recent attempts to 

unionize, for instance, by striking Deliveroo workers. 



De-industrialised and GFC (Global Financial Crisis) devastated areas outside Creative 

Cities are easy game for monopolizers like Amazon to demand big tax exemptions from 

desperate cities and wage and condition concessions from isolated, individual workers. 

Further, Amazon’s barely minimum wages for extremely physical work (up to fifteen miles 

of fast walking per shift) exemplify the growing gap between the top one percent and the rest. 

Contrary to assumed economic law and employer–employee deals, productivity gains no 

longer translate into wage gains, neither for the last forty years in the USA, nor ten years in 

Australia. 

In Seattle I was told of enlightened work practices at higher, creative, technological 

design levels of Amazon. And I heard of similar things from a gifted Christian Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) expert for Amazon, Chip Parker at the October 2018 Chicago Faith and 

Work Summit. Even so, the system seems highly hierarchical in how it apportions more 

humanized or vocational work. Those with choices are “called” techno-creatives, like queen 

bees, and those without choices are the short-term and casual drones in the “Fulfillment” 

Centers.  

I have highlighted Amazon as the epitome of inhumane high-tech entrepreneurialism 

because of its pronounced “priestly” divide between those with a visionary, entrepreneurial 

vocation—such as creatives and disruptive start-up founders—and those left floundering 

without continuity of vocation and location. The former view of vocation is focused on 

individual inclination or choice which makes vocation an upper-middle class luxury.  

 

Creative Cities and Vocational Destruction and Monopolization  

Amazon isn’t the only company nor Seattle the only city with a dark side of techno-creative 

disruption. Atlantic journalist Matthew Stewart argues that the creative class of about “9.9% 

is the new American Aristocracy.” New York, San Francisco-Silicon Valley (of which 

Seattle is a northern extension), Boston, and other high-tech creative cities have followed 



similar patterns with good housing, education, and transport effectively concentrated in 

creative city centers and privatized in the Clinton Democrats’ high-tech coastal and city-

based model, largely followed by Obama. And Hilary Clinton’s “basket of deplorables” 

outside those areas apprentice themselves to President Trump, impeachment or not.  

The above intersections of the economic, technological, and urban increasingly raise 

questions as to whether economist Joseph Schumpeter’s depiction of Capitalist “creative 

destruction,” fuelled by disruptively creative technologies and entrepreneurs, is increasingly 

destructive, including vocationally disruptive. Destructive developments since Richard 

Florida’s The Rise of the Creative Class (2002) have led to his mea culpa, The New Urban 

Crisis (2018). Florida admits that, while clustering of the “creative class”—professionals in 

the arts, media, and technology—has brought growth and innovation to cities, it also led to 

cascading crises with massively rising real estate costs, school fees, and a new creative class 

of hereditary wealth through monopolization of property and intellectual capital. “Well-being 

inequality” thus happens when creatives pay premium prices to live in neighborhoods with 

better food, education, entertainment, and jobs. Lower-wage workers are relegated to lower-

amenity neighbourhoods farther out with less family time due to increased commuting and 

hence higher family breakdown rates due to less family time. The ideological misuse of a 

secularized techno-creative esthetic indirectly undermines the calling of many to care 

adequately for their families. 

Australian vocational, locational, and political dynamics are less extreme, but not so 

different—just a decade or so behind. We are largely an east-coast and city-clinging people in 

the world’s most urbanized nation. Richard Florida’s The New Urban Crisis has nothing 

indexed on Australia, however the techno-creative dynamics of vocation and location are 

broadly western. In Sydney and Melbourne our creative classes are close to the inner-city 



universities. And the call to “go West young man” is not an American call to unlimited fertile 

land and fruitful work but to desert heat and bushfires.  

Here, too, while the “secession of the successful” is advancing, those left outside the 

creative cities are constantly “on call,” increasingly at the whim of totalizing corporations 

whose workplace flexibility is only top-down. Their company’s demands leave their “non-

creatives” experiencing little continuity, sociability, humane concern, or predictability. These 

are traditional compensatory relational and vocational virtues, linked largely to stability of 

location, but they are becoming more scarce and harder to “choose”. 

 

Precarious Work and the Precariat 

Beyond Bezos’ Tech-Creatives and Florida’s Creative Cities, though related as part of the 

digital economy, is British academic and activist Guy Standing’s concept of “The Precariat,” 

the largely service workers outside the privileged techno-creative inner-circles of 

contemporary cities. Different to and yet building upon the old Marxist class division 

between capital endowed or propertied class and labor or the proletariat, the precariat is a 

new and pervasive global class, crossing old class boundaries even including “secure” 

academics, surviving from casual course to course, depending on enrollments. 

Precarious work is part of “the honeymoon is over” stage of the gig-economy that was 

once seen with rose-coloured glasses as an expression of the sharing economy of digitally 

enabled peers capitalizing their spare assets. But Uber cabs and food, Deliveroo and so forth, 

operate often in defiance of the law and target taxis and restaurants with better wages and 

conditions. They offer their ultra-convenient services at the cost of a highly casualized, on-

call, poorly paid, private risk-bearing, without paid leave or pensions, servant or precariat 

class. Increasingly cities are trying to control or ban them, and their workers are protesting at 

wages that barely cover their vehicle or other costs. And Airbnb has been increasingly 

corporatized by real estate investors and criticized for exacerbating housing problems. 



Strikes, some unionization, and a disappointing stock exchange float for Uber confirm that 

the gig honeymoon is over. 



More centrally to my thesis, however, the increasing monopolization of a sense of 



vocational choice by celebrity tech-creatives in liquid or most-modernity (that is, the hyper-

acceleration of late modern, technological capitalism) has led to many rapidly changing 

socially and ecologically unsustainable jobs for others. It becomes difficult to have a long-

term sense of vocational, relational, and role responsibility in real time and place under this 

highly disruptive technological pressure. Nowadays, much working life is less a settled 

vocation in social and geographical location (1 Cor 7:17-24) than like a relatively short 

movie made “on location” before moving quickly onto the next creative, or merely survival 

project. 

This sense of locational and vocational mobility, precarity and fragility, at work and 

home, challenges Luther’s more medieval sixteenth century notion of relatively unchanging 

vocation. It also raises questions as to whether vocation in a liquid, constantly changing 

world, is psychologically and spiritually sustainable. The inhumane technological pace and 

lack of place is deeply opposed to the slow pace of grace, and a sense of stable location, 

tailored to our finitude and frailty. We require such contemporary and classical theological 

resources for re-humanizing or transforming work. But we will explore these after we deal 

more deeply with factors causing dehumanization and distortion of vocation in an exclusive 

and divisive direction.  

 

Shifting from a Protestant Productive Ethic for All to Elitist Esthetic Vocation  

We will now explore some key postmodern philosophical and sociological trends behind the 

shift to a more esthetic ethic of creative vocation. Zygmunt Bauman analyzes this as a shift 

from a “Solid Modernity” productive ethic anchored in almost monastically set times—such 

as the 9am–5pm workday, with set locations like factories and offices—to what his seminal 

book, Liquid Modernity (2000), sees as fast fluidity and flexibility across a series of capital, 

labor, information, relational, migration/refugee and other “flows” while connected 24/7.  



The Reformation-originated modern work ethic sought to equally humanize and 

sacralize all lawful work—pleasurable or unpleasurable—as “vocation” before God. By 

contrast, the Romantic era and postmodern consumerist work esthetic stresses differences in 

felt degrees of internal choice and hence authenticity. Some “elevated” professions are works 

of art or poetic. Other more prosaic work is relatively worthless.  

The liquid-modern revised Romantic consumer esthetic is stratifying. It is as if we are 

constantly auditioning or, in reality, digitally objectifying and expressively authenticating 

ourselves, by comparison online in instagram, or reality TV, whether romantically or 

creatively, via music, mating, or cooking shows. Perceptive psychologists see this as a 

substantial factor in the epidemic of anxiety and lack of resilience among young people 

today. It also makes it difficult to develop a clear sense of vocation when you are facing 

constant self-reflection on-line about your own esthetic acceptability and creativity. From 

another angle, this is an economically rational response to disruptive neo-liberalism and an 

overload of choice. 

Contrary to many exclusivist postmodern and contemporary Christian esthetic 

perspectives dividing a creative priesthood and uncreative plebs, musician and Fuller 

Seminary Professor Andrew Peterson draws on the biblical principle of the priesthood of all 

believers that:  

All of God’s creatures are creative in some way. To use J. R. R. Tolkien’s 

word, we’re all subcreators made in the image of a Creator. That’s why I 

object when people refer to themselves as “creatives,” not only because it sets 

up a sort of “creative class” (which strikes me as presumptuous) but also 

because it implies that non-artists aren’t called to create. 

Instead of the relatively equalizing and stabilizing—albeit secularized—Protestant Work or 

Production Ethic or vocational view, Bauman claims that Liquid Modernity requires most 



people to take a liquid view of vocation: “in the present-day flexible labour market, 

embracing one’s work as a vocation carries enormous risks and is a recipe for psychological 

and emotional disaster.” An “until further notice” sign is permanently hung over the post-

modern work esthetic.  

This is particularly dangerous if our identity is inseparable from our vocation and its 

educational formation, especially through the USA’s rite of passage into autonomous 

adulthood through leaving home for college. We will now explore via Australian university 

advertising how this still happens here, where less local university students leave home to 

study. 

 

Higher Education Expectations for Cosmopolitan Techno-Creatives Low on Vocation in 

Location 

To  understand the relative pervasiveness of the effects of the liquid modern esthetic or 

consumer ethic, and its dislocating and divisive vocational effects through an 

exclusive  techno-creative priesthood, we will examine a small Australian sample of recent 

university advertising to see how it shapes younger generations. Both universities and their 

big corporate technology employer partners to whom they supply graduates, commonly adopt 

a pretence—particularly to university students—of offering a creative, humanizing vocational 

pathway, while in reality selling them short, due to the mass production process of 

corporatized education. Even so, with Bauman we need to ask: can and should vocation stay 

afloat in a corporate university-fostered, destabilizing liquid modernity?  

The advertisements I will consider are from Melbourne universities, which 

unsurprisingly demonstrate shifts largely in the liquid modern direction. Deakin University 

featured a Deakin “Worldly” ad in 2012 with that catch-word intended to represent a positive 

liquid or postmodern “look at all sides” approach to complex questions. Judging by the many 

“world as your oyster” images, however, it offers provincial students opportunities to become 



progressive cosmopolitan consumers, traveling the world, but with little loyalty to place, and 

making choices based on whatever techno-creative projects they want to pursue. 

Deakin’s Worldly ad is particularly like what British Canon Giles Fraser identifies, 

with help from conservative political philosopher Michael Oakeshott, as the de-localizing 

role cosmopolitan-oriented universities play for working-class students: 

Oakeshott describes … an educational system in which the local … is the 

enemy from which one has to be “emancipated.” Being educated is all about 

turning one’s back on the local, so that its “din” is no more than a “distant 

rumble.” 

This, according to liberal apologists like Kwame Anthony Appiah, is 

precisely what a university exists to achieve: to cancel out the view from 

somewhere and replace it with the view from everywhere which is, of course, 

also the view from nowhere. And if this is what it does, then there is always 

going to be a tension between the university educated and the working class—

or, to put it philosophically, a tension between the universal and the particular. 

My point in borrowing from Oakeshott and Fraser is not primarily political—though it is a 

kind of colonizing of the mind—but rather to note a parallel with what also happens for many 

young Christians at university. They are separated, physically or culturally, from their 

parents’ allegedly parochial (whether rural or suburban), non-progressive faith and view of 

humble vocational and community service, which is not necessarily techno-creative class.  

What Deakin’s advertising agency calls the “hero”-ing of various graduates in their 

advertising, creates aspirations for certain techno-creative cosmopolitan vocations or 

character types. In Australia’s thirty-second ranked “innovative business,” they use 

technological and entrepreneurial means to disrupt parochial bonds, although on a smaller 



scale than in the USA college and techno-creative system. Even so, it is still problematic for a 

Christ-centred view of vocation and character, as we will see. 

Australia’s largest university, Monash University, also utilized an ultramodern 

technological theme in its 2016 advertisement themed “challenge the status quo.” It appealed 

to the critical, creatively destructive entrepreneurial, and technologically innovative instincts 

of its ideal students. Technological creatives were clearly to see stability and tradition as 

things to be smashed in a reversal of the alleged nineteenth-century Luddites smashing of 

job-threatening machines and in an incarnation of Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg’s 

famed motto of “move fast and smash things.” Similarly, while a 2018 Monash ad stresses 

global impact in its quest for high fee-paying international students across many campuses, it 

is still negative or at best indifferent towards the past and students’ particularity. The global 

future swallow locality and history, the very stuff of vocation in finite time and space.  

The technologically utopian optimism of some university ads is the visible tip of the 

iceberg of an innovative techno-informational complex, fuelled by entrepreneurial idealism. 

It has scaled-down echoes of Amazon and Silicon Valley morality, sometimes neglecting 

local needs as international students, and techno-creatives take over inner cities close to 

universities causing housing hardship and homelessness, and pushing others further out from 

the techno-creative hub, which I witnessed as Director of Urban Seed homeless ministry in 

Melbourne.  

This distancing from vocational dreams is further added to by the time it takes—on 

average four years—to enter the field for which one trained. This easily leads to a sense of 

vocational crisis, cynicism, or betrayal, which my own son felt, by big promises that 

vocationally oriented university courses often make of jobs upon graduation. With little 

general education these courses can then feel like a waste of time.  



The massive inflation of educational expectations for creative, hi-tech work are 

concerning. They are driven in Australia—and likely elsewhere—by chronic government 

under-funding of higher education, and its necessity for increased international student 

numbers plus false promises from corporate partners of jobs and good money upon 

conclusion.  

The great Reformed polymath and technology critic, Jacques Ellul, was ahead of his 

time when he recognised the obligatory and utilitarian necessity of much of his paid 

university work in a degree factory. He sought out air-pockets of freedom within this sinking 

ship at his voluntary summer university or “Prevention Club” for teenage dropouts and 

misfits. It was still work, yet in a relatively free relationship to young people of a different 

and closer kind to his core Christian vocation to the outsiders than to his professional 

obligation to his university students.  

What would Ellul make of the all-enveloping corporate technological universities of 

today with their restrictions on academic freedom of opinion and public engagement? He 

would probably not seek escape but work to flesh out his sense of vocation in tension with 

the constraining university system. His, and our, Christian freedom is worked out by grace 

but under necessity, within a job’s limitations. This is not confining vocation as techno-

creatives tend to today, to areas of completely uncoerced, authentic choice. Ellul’s counter-

cultural perspective is important for both academics and students thinking vocationally. 

 

Re-meaning Vocation against Techno-Creative Elitism 

Having strongly critiqued the de-meaning and dis-locating of a liquid modern consumerist 

esthetic view of vocation for cosmopolitan techno-creatives, we come now to the previously 

promised re-meaning and resourcing of a renewed Christian view of vocation.  

The classical Reformed view of vocation is perhaps best summarised by the Puritan 

William Perkins, in A Treatise of the Vocations (1603), which I have summarized in the 



diagram below. First, it clearly prioritizes the Christian’s general calling to Christ and his 

people over our particular callings. Second, this provides the dynamism and critical 

Christological leverage to challenge potential distortions and dehumanizations of particular 

callings in the household economy, church, or politics/citizenship. 

 

General Calling: 

to conversion and conduct as God’s people 

(“to walk worthy of your calling” Eph 4:1) 

Particular Callings: 

(Eph 5:21—6:9; Rom 13) 

Household Economy       Church  Citizenship 

 

A third critical theological tool against the elitist techno-creative monopolization of 

vocation, where often only creatives are considered “called,” is provided by Lutheran public 

theologian Robert Benne. He helpfully retrieves Luther’s signature doctrine of justification 

by faith as a way of freeing us from justification by a job, both before God and others. I 

would add that if, in Luther’s terms, our “alien dignity” is in Christ, we do not have to 

primarily earn dignity or status through our work(s).  

Also, though I am wary of possible ideological distortion by the powerful, we can still 

therefore exercise patience and hope in the midst of alienated labor. And yet, we do this 

while simultaneously seeking our and others’ modest share, now, of the first fruits of the full 

harvest of unalienated labor in “the new heavens and new earth” (Isa 65:17–25). We are both 

“waiting for and hastening the coming of the day of God” (2 Pet 3:12). This is our better 

balanced, less cynical, and more eschatological equivalent of Bauman’s “until further notice” 

shingle hung over any earthly job. 

Fourth, for Benne,  



[f]reedom from placing work in an idolatrous position means freedom for 

work as a penultimate good. For those whose work is on the absorbing and 

demanding side of the ledger, the promises of the gospel allow proper 

distance. For those whose work is on the routine and pedestrian side, the 

gospel frees people from [the anxiety of] needing significant work as a way of 

earning their self-esteem before God.  

Christians thus, fifthly, simply serve neighbors in a matter-of fact way, incognito, doing so by 

God’s common grace “which the Creator showers on the whole creation” as much as those in 

“important,” or—we might add—techno-creative work.  

Justification by grace through faith, not work(s), is a helpful antidote to the increasing 

precarity of work and the inversely related proud propaganda of work as “co-

creation”  beloved by Christian techno-creatives and scientists today. It also reminds us of the 

precarious nature of work in Scripture (especially the Lord’s Prayer’s “give us this day our 

daily bread”), church history, and the majority world today.  

Sixth, our worth is in Christ’s finished work on the Cross, not our work. Out of our 

worth in Christ and worthwhile work under the risen Son, our work—however precarious—is 

not in vain (1 Cor 15:58; Rom 8:20), under the sun of death and the transient vanity of 

Ecclesiastes. Here, work flows into our daily sacrificial offering of our bodies and renewal of 

our minds, our rational or logikos worship (Rom 12:1, 2), worth-ship, or “Workship.”  

Seventh, another Lutheran, Uwe Siemon-Netto, sees rediscovery of vocation as “the 

most effective antidote” to the “narcissism” of today’s western worldview, “because it directs 

the individual to the “You,” the other person, and therefore away from the “Me’   and its 

anxious obsession with my creativity.  Siemon-Netto blames Max Weber’s anxiety-ridden, 

secularized and utilitarian Protestant Work Ethic, which sees earthly success as proof of 

predestination, as an example of this “me-centredness.” Many self-conscious tech-creatives 



could be characterized this way, but there is nothing particularly Christian or Protestant about 

their anxiety. 

By contrast, Luther’s richer view of vocation sees it as rather a means for those 

already justified by faith, not justified by a job, to worship God and freely love and serve 

God’s images/icons in necessities, not just if they are inclined or choose to be creative. He 

sees callings as “masks” or relational roles, enrolling humble actors in the everyday cosmic 

drama of salvation and God’s constant preservation and re-creation of the world against evil 

powers, through various vocations of loving service. Such earthy, other-centred vocations 

forestall a focus on the individual self’s fragile identity, creativity, and frenetic pursuit of 

freedom at others’ expense.  

 

Conclusion and Hopeful Alternatives 

In this paper I have used Amazon as a typical example of an elitist, techno-creative notion of 

vocation as an upper-middle class luxury, dehumanizing drone-like workers in their robotic 

Fulfillment Centers, in a mockery of biblical flourishing. The homeless evictees of Amazon’s 

effective take-over of downtown Seattle and the effects, intended or not, by analogous 

Creative Class compatriots in Miami, New York, and Melbourne, are joined by the peripheral 

precariat and service class seeking to stay connected to these new creative city centers. This 

“secession of the successful” to live and work in concentrated areas of creativity leaves the 

allegedly “vocation-less” poor floating like flotsam and jetsam, the first victims of social and 

ecological instability—in a kind of literal liquid modernity.  

My critique of cosmopolitan techno-creatives or Creative Class members for creating 

a new kind of monopolizing vocational priesthood, above the precariat outside the sacred 

core of creative cities, demands an articulation of a positive alternative. In the concluding 

chapter of my book The Viability of the Vocation Tradition (1998), I contrasted creation as 

the area of location or necessity (prioritized by Luther and later the modern secularized or 



Deistic Protestant Work Ethic), with that of the Spirit-transformed new creation focused on 

inclination or spiritual gifting stressed by my doctoral mentor Miroslav Volf’s seminal Work 

in the Spirit (1991). I argued for holding these two dimensions together within a trinitarian 

creedal framework with Christ as the pivotal Alpha and Omega, beginning and end, calling 

us vocationally to stay in our creational location, and yet also calling us away towards the 

new creation.  

The key texts for this vocational tension are firstly in Luke 8:26–39 and parallels 

where Jesus calls the healed Gerasene demoniac to follow him, not on the road, as the 

demoniac wanted, but back home where his community could see the miraculous difference 

Christ made in his life. Later in 1 Corinthians 7:29–31—which Luther’s creation-focused 

view neglected, compared with his majoring on “staying” in your calling in verses 17, 20, and 

24—we are called to live our Christian calling within the conditions of marriage and work or 

commerce in the world’s passing “present form” however “as if not” totally bound to them.  

Volf in some ways similarly connects vocation to location in his and Matthew 

Croasmun’s new book, For the Life of the World (2019). This allows for “cultural differences 

and individual uniqueness.” It lays the foundation for a truly creative, “improvised,” 

“individual life” within the two poles of Christ and vocation-location. Christ’s life is the 

“genre-defining performance” carrying “normative weight,” mimicked, but with meaningful 

particularity and creativity in time and place, in the “individual performances of ordinary 

Christians” on our finite stage for serving God, people, and creation.   

We need no heroic stories of techno-creatives or a Creative Class when we operate 

between the story of Christ and our locational vocations. What we do require is a much more 

focused and radical re-enacting and practicing of this process in communities of faith and 

with co-belligerents. Such communities are both islands of stability in this creation but also 



of transition and mobility toward the shores of the new creation of fruitful, rehumanized 

work.  
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